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NEWS AND VIEWS
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Publisher’s Note
Editor’s log
In Pictures
News-In-Brief

COMMENTS
10 An uphill struggle
Antonis D. Papagiannidis says
that an old new government configuration will lead Greece to a
further bailout effort – with Grexit
still in the background
50 “No” to a parallel currency
Economist and author Nick Papandreou says when citizens think
their country will go bankrupt,
they will rid themselves of any
local currency – which will
promptly depreciate

ECONOMY & BONDS
16 Greek economy haunted
by uncertainty and risks
Political uncertainty and the
refugee crisis have impacted on a
liquidity-starved economy that is
expected to slip back into recession this year, weighed down by
crippling capital controls and a
beleaguered banking sector increasingly laden with a massive
pile of bad loans
18 Greece awaits debt relief talks
to pave way for market return
Political stability, a good record in
programme implementation and a
comprehensive debt relief package are necessary for Greece to
bf September-October 2015

regain the trust of the international investor community and access debt markets again in the
medium-term

INTERVIEW
22 Learning from the German
growth model
Business File asked Professor
Ansgar Belke, Professor Nikos
Christodoulakis and Dr Daniel
Gros whether the model for
growth adopted in Germany’s
Ruhr district in the 1970s can be
implemented in Northern Greece
to help kick-start sustainable
growth in the region
By Antonis D. Papagiannidis

FEATURES
AND ANALYSIS
BANKING
20 Greek banks await stress tests,
prepare for recapitalisation
Liquidity-starved Greek banks are
bracing themselves for the results
of asset quality reviews and ECB
stress tests to determine their future capital needs amid surging
NPLs and ongoing capital controls

CO-OPERATIVES
26 Co-operating to beat
the recession
Several hundred new Greek cooperatives have sprung up in recent years, partly in response to
the crisis, but the existing legal
framework needs to be improved
By Kerin Hope
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SHIPPING
28 Greek shipowners consider relocation
amid tax concerns
A growing list of countries are openly courting
Greek shipowners looking for alternatives to
their home-base as they face an increased tax
burden in future
By David Glass
32 Ship finance conundrum
Confidence in a recovery of the shipping markets in 2015 prompted banks lending to Greek
shipping to increase their overall exposure in
2014, but ship finance analyst Ted Petropoulos
believes shipowners will increasingly rely on
non-banking sources of finance, as well as their
own resources, to meet the industry’s challenges
By David Glass
36 Better days ahead
Prospects for the Greek ferry sector are brighter
after tough economic conditions in recent years inspired tighter house-keeping and a better utilisation of fleets at a time when fuel costs have fallen
By David Glass

GREEK SPIRIT
38 Talking culture
Distinguished archaeologist and academic Professor Dimitrios Pandermalis, who is president of
the new Acropolis Museum, talks to Business File
about the Museum’s work, his inspiring career, his
views on life and the Greek economic crisis
By Vanessa Alexakis
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TOURISM
42 Greece eyes another record with 26 million
tourists despite capital controls
A record number of tourists have come
to Greece this year despite political
uncertainty and capital controls, though
revenues per visitor continue to decline
and more investment is needed

PORTRAIT
44 Laskaridis legacy
The late Marilena Laskaridou, Vice President
of the Aikaterini Laskaridis Foundation, leaves
behind a lifetime legacy devoted to promoting
the fields of culture, education and Greece’s
rich maritime heritage
By Antonis Bikakis

Is it Monday?

Keep Calm
and read Antonis D. Papagiannidis’ post at

www.economia.gr/en
Visit our site www.economia.gr/en
Follow us
www.facebook.com/businessfile
The September-October issue of Business File went to press on September 24, 2015. Our next issue of Business File will be out at the end
of November.
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